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ABSTRACT: Degree programmes in civil engineering usually separate teaching of structural mechanics,
hydraulics, soil mechanics. Educationally this carries three dangers. Firstly, the teaching diverges: common
ground between the separate areas becomes difficult to identify. Secondly, it leaves the impression that the
behaviour of soils is completely different from the behaviour of any other material that civil engineers will
encounter. Thirdly, it ignores the fact that many of the challenges of geotechnical engineering arise from inter-
action – soil-structure interaction; erosion and scour. However, introductory soil mechanics can instead present
soil as one of many civil engineering materials. In understanding stiffness and strength the key feature is that
soil contains voids. A ‘critical state soil mechanics’ framework in which stresses and density are considered in
parallel will be helpful.

1 INTRODUCTION

In typical undergraduate degree programmes in
civil engineering, teaching of structural mechanics,
hydraulics, soil mechanics is treated quite separately.
There may be pragmatic reasons for this separation –
academics have research specialities and like to teach
only within those specialities; timetables have to be
broken down into distinct units of convenient size
for the purposes of delivery and assessment. How-
ever, educationally the marked subject division carries
three dangers. Firstly, the teaching diverges: there is
not often any attempt to identify common ground
between the separate areas – and individual academics
have their own particular notions of the best way to
teach their subjects. Secondly, it rapidly generates a
lasting impression that the behaviour of soils is com-
pletely different from the behaviour of any other mate-
rial that civil engineers will encounter, and that soils
are difficult materials: leading students to avoid, or to
marginalise, an impossible subject. Thirdly, it leaves
the impression that these several areas are indeed
distinct whereas many of the design challenges of
civil engineering (particularly geotechnical engineer-
ing) arise from interaction. Soil:structure interaction
requires parallel understanding of the behaviour of
both the structural and the geotechnical materials. Ero-
sion and scour tend to be treated from the hydraulics
angle of sediment transport.

It is suggested here that introductory soil mechanics
can instead present soil as one of many civil engi-
neering materials and use opportunities to indicate
overlaps between subjects. In understanding stiffness
and strength the key feature of soils, compared to (say)
metals, is that soils contain voids, which permit sig-
nificant changes in density. Thus a ‘critical state soil

mechanics’ framework in which stresses and density
are considered in parallel both provides a unifying
description of soil behaviour and lays the groundwork
for future development of models of soil response.

Some elements of a syllabus for introductory soil
mechanics will be presented. This is obviously based
on my experience teaching first year civil engineering
undergraduates at the University of Bristol from which
a recent book Soil mechanics – a one-dimensional
introduction (Muir Wood 2009) emerged. Some of
the material in this book goes rather further than
a typical first year course might go, depending on
the mathematical confidence of the students. How-
ever, although the restriction to a single dimension
may appear rather constraining, there are a number
of examples of more or less realistic geotechnical
problems – including some rather simple analytical
examples of soil:structure interaction – which are
described by a single degree of freedom and which can
be included to emphasise the importance of removing
the boundary between these sections of the curricu-
lum even at the earliest stages of a civil engineering
degree programme. The inspiration for this approach
to the teaching of soil mechanics came (at the sugges-
tion of the late Ioannis Vardoulakis) from the book A
one-dimensional introduction to continuum mechanics
(Roberts 1994) which explores the common mathe-
matical description of many physical phenomena such
as traffic flow, waves, gas dynamics, stress analysis,
fluid dynamics.

2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR OVERLAP

Students in the first year of the undergraduate
programme come with a varied knowledge (and
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understanding) of mathematical and physical con-
cepts. We need to introduce the concept of stress as
areal intensity of force. This is likely to be unfamil-
iar although the idea of pressures in fluids may well
have been encountered. Since we are restricting our-
selves to a single dimension we do not need to become
embroiled in resolution of stresses, principal stresses
and so on. However, in the context of what comes later,
the concept of a vertical gradient of stress in the ground
as an integration of unit weight or density – or the
summation of the effects of density and thickness for
a series of finite overlying layers of soil – is a simple
application. Gravity can be briefly discussed here –
it is important that students appreciate the difference
between mass and weight or force.

This is a convenient point at which to introduce the
concept of water in the ground, water table, pressure
and pressure measurement and some simple hydro-
statics – buoyancy, Archimedes – and ideas of surface
tension. This then leads to the logical partition of total
stress (which is what we discover that we have been
thinking about in applying considerations of equilib-
rium to the vertical profile of stress in the ground)
between pore pressure and effective stress supported
by the soil particles. I do not think it is necessary to
dwell on putative proofs of the Principle of Effective
Stress. It can be treated as a moderately well non-
falsified conjecture which has demonstrated its worth
over many decades. In early year teaching it is helpful
to convey certainties even if we expect to encourage
students to query them later on.

Having demonstrated a need for knowledge of den-
sity of soils – in order to calculate stresses in the
ground – we now need to introduce density of soils as a
variable. It is unfortunately unavoidable that we have
to introduce a plethora of different ways of describ-
ing volumetric packing of soils. If it were possible
to choose just one then specific volume v has a num-
ber of attractions (although the name invites confusion
with specific surface). When the idea of volumetric
strains is subsequently introduced, incremental vol-
ume changes have to be normalised with volume and it
is more elegant to use v rather than 1 + e(= v) (where
v and e are specific volume and void ratio). Ideas of
ratios of densities might actually be easier to con-
vey than volume ratios and the definition v = ρs/ρd

(where ρs and ρd are the densities of the soil min-
eral and the dry soil with voids respectively) links the
two approaches and clearly indicates that as the voids
become progressively squashed the density of the soil
mineral must be an asymptote for the density of the
soil with its vanishing voids.

The idea of compaction can be introduced here as
an application of these alternative descriptors of soil
packing. It is interesting to note that, if specific volume
rather than dry density is plotted as ordinate, then lines
of constant saturation and constant air void ratio are
straight (Fig 1).

The shape and size and differences in mechanical
interaction of soil particles can be mentioned, primar-
ily in order to convey the huge range of sizes that may

Figure 1. Compaction of soils plotted using specific vol-
ume v.

be present – which will have future implications. I see
teaching of geology as distinct from teaching of soil
mechanics (while allowing for any reasonable modest
overlaps) but discussion of the origin of soils provides
common ground.

For other civil engineering materials a key intro-
ductory mechanical property is stiffness – elasticity
underpins much of the treatment of structural mechan-
ics. Elasticity itself is not particularly applicable to
soils but the concept of stiffness certainly is and, hav-
ing introduced the idea of soil with compressible voids,
we can conduct a thought experiment (arguing from
physical instinct rather than from actual observation)
to describe how we expect soil to behave when it
is compressed one-dimensionally (Fig 2a). The soil
is confined so we expect the stiffness to increase
nonlinearly as the soil becomes more dense and the
stress level rises. It is helpful then to describe this
nonlinearity using a power law (Janbu 1963).

linking incremental stiffness Eo and vertical effective
stress σ ′

z . This expression includes an exponent α and
a modulus number χ (Fig 2c, d). The traditional lin-
ear semilogarithmic compression law for clays implies
α = 1 and can be seen as a special case of the more
general relationship.

Why is this helpful? The thought experiment
emphasises in a simple way the nonlinearity that char-
acterises soils. The power law allows more flexibility
than an insistence on the semilogarithmic plotting.
The charts provide some order of magnitude values.
Having some understanding of this one-dimensional
oedometric stiffness it is then possible to perform
calculations of site settlement for simple situations
involving soil placement or removal over large areas.

Seepage is an obvious topic for one-dimensional
treatment – introduction of Bernoulli and the concept
of total head for slowly flowing pore fluid; introduc-
tion of Poiseuille to justify an expected dependence
of permeability on pore size; Reynolds’ number as
part of a discussion of the applicability of Darcy’s
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Figure 2. One-dimensional stiffness of soils.

law; permeability of layered soil as an illustration of
parallel and series systems and analogies with flow
of electricity or heat – thus emphasising the com-
mon analytical basis for all these apparently different
flow problems. Even with only one dimension (or one
spatial degree of freedom) there is quite a range of
accessible seepage problems which can be tackled
including axisymmetric flow to a point or line well.

With the low permeability of fine grained soils
evident, the consequences of changing the stresses
applied to a volume of soil which is able to deform
only in one dimension – as in an oedometer – can be
explored in three stages. First, the short and long term
responses of clay are inevitably distinguished – the
concepts of undrained and drained response automati-
cally emerge – and calculations of long term settlement
can be made for a site which is prepared by raising
the ground level. Second and third, we can analyse
the rate at which the transfer of total stress from pore
pressure to effective stress occurs. The way in which
this is done depends on the mathematical skills of
the students. The simpler approach (second), which is
nonetheless extremely instructive, is to use parabolic
isochrones (Schofield & Wroth 1968) to study the

Figure 3. Consolidation of a soil layer: parabolic
isochrones.

consolidation of an entire layer of clay as a complete
system. The resulting controlling differential (diffu-
sion) equation is of first order with a single variable
and is straightforward to solve (Fig 3). The tech-
nique can be applied to various boundary conditions –
the underpinning concept is simple: the rate of flow
of water out of a clay layer must match the settle-
ment of that layer consequential on the change of
effective stress. If students have met the solution of
partial differential equations then the third approach,
direct solution of the governing equation written at the
level of the infinitesimal soil element, can be applied.
The analysis of the consolidation problem, whether
using parabolic isochrones or the diffusion equation,
provides an opportunity to work with dimensionless

groups for time T̃ , pore pressure (Ũ ), settlement (S̃)
which can be tied in with other parallel exposure to
dimensions and dimensional analysis (Palmer 2008).
It is instructive to recognise, with either of these solu-
tion techniques, that the process of consolidation has
two stages: first, a consolidation front travels steadily
into the soil from the drainage boundary; then, once
this front has traversed the entire thickness of the soil
layer, there is a general exponential reduction of pore
pressure with time, throughout the layer. Evidently
the solution of the diffusion equation for this particu-
lar problem provides a reinforcing application of the
mathematical technique.

3 STRENGTH AND MODELLING

Discussion of strength of soils as a one-dimensional
concept seems to be beyond the realms of possibil-
ity. However, we can build up a model of strength of
soils – using again our framework of critical state soil
mechanics – from inspection of data from shear box
tests. The use of this device as a source of data on
strength and deformation of soils may seem eccentric.
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Figure 4. Drained and undrained strength.

However, it is a very useful simple pedagogic device
which, being not completely enveloped in opaque met-
alwork, provides a very visual feel of the behaviour of
soils, and particularly the property of dilatancy. It also
reproduces the deformation and failure of soil around
a failure plane or interface, and one can produce real
examples of the relevance of such a mechanism of fail-
ure in shaft resistance of piles, and slope stability, for
example. We have only to introduce the concept of a
shear stress to represent this mobilised strength.

We require a pair of thought experiments: one of
which suggests that it is reasonable to suppose that
as we increase the stress level in a soil sample its
strength will increase so that a frictional relationship
between normal stress and shear stress will be appro-
priate (Fig 4a, c). The second suggests that the strength
will increase as the density of the soil increases (Fig 4b,
c). Immediately we have the critical state line before us
as a description of strength in terms of effective stress
and density (Fig 4) (Schofield & Wroth 1968, Muir
Wood 2004). We can separate drained and undrained
response, depending on whether the permeability of
the soil allows volume (density) changes to occur dur-
ing shearing. If volume changes can occur then the
strength is controlled by the effective normal stress
and the density has to adjust itself accordingly (Fig 4a,
b). If volume changes cannot occur then the strength
of the soil is controlled by the density and the normal
effective stress has to adjust itself accordingly through
the generation of pore pressure (Fig 4c, d).

With a frictional soil model we can look at the
classic problem of the stability of an infinite slope in
which failure is occurring on a shallow failure surface
parallel to the free surface. Then the only degree of
freedom left is the depth below the free surface of the
slope – and we can combine this with our knowledge
of one-dimensional seepage to show the interaction
between the mobilised friction, the slope angle, and
the direction of seepage (Fig 5).

If we want to extend these sketchy ideas into
the description of a complete soil model (within the

Figure 5. (a) Infinite slope; (b) typical element;
(c) one-dimensional seepage; (d) mobilised friction.

one-dimensional context) then our soil element of
application is that seen in the simple shear apparatus –
and this can be seen as similar to the conditions around
the failure surface in the shear box. The simple shear
element combines the one-dimensional constraint of
the oedometer (so that earlier ideas of one-dimensional
stiffness can be applied) with a shear deformation
response described in terms only of the applied shear
stress. Such a model is developed by Muir Wood
(2009) and lends itself to exploration of other aspects
of soil deformation and failure, such as the interaction
of soils with plant roots, or the response of soils under
undrained cyclic loading.

4 ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

In an introductory course on soil mechanics there is
a limit to how far one can proceed. However, there
are many more or less realistic problems which can
be reduced to a single degree of spatial freedom: one-
dimensional consolidation, flow of water towards a
point sink or a line sink in a suitably infinite domain,
stability of an infinite slope – these have already been
mentioned. There are a number of examples of soil-
structure interaction which can also be reduced to
problems with a single degree of freedom. It is impor-
tant to take whatever opportunities are provided by the
skills and understanding that the students have devel-
oped to increase awareness of the interaction of soil
and structural elements. It is not inevitable that the
structural elements will always be significantly stiffer
than the natural or man-made soils with which they
interact (Muir Wood & Nash 2000, Muir Wood 2004).

Three somewhat realistic problems include a pile
under axial loading; a beam on an elastic foundation;
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Figure 6. (a) Pile under lateral loading; (b), (c) soil mod-
elled as horizontal springs; (d) normalised deflection; (e)
normalised bending moment.

and a pile under lateral loading. A pile under axial
loading can be considered as shedding its load to the
surrounding soil through shaft friction and end bear-
ing according to some notional elastic transfer models.
A second order differential equation can be derived
which relates pile settlement (or axial load) with depth
below the ground surface. The response of the pile will
be controlled by the ratio of the axial stiffness of the
pile to the stiffness of the transfer of load from pile to
soil.

The analysis of a beam on an elastic foundation is
governed by exactly the same equation as the pile under
lateral loading. The analysis of this problem requires
the beam equation for the link between lateral load-
ing and lateral deflection of an elastic beam – this
is another topic for reinforcement through duplica-
tion. The beam equation is a fourth order ordinary
differential equation so that a certain amount of math-
ematical confidence is required for its solution. These
are again problems which lend themselves to dimen-
sionless analysis – and, indeed, it is through reduction
of the governing equations to their dimensionless form
that the appreciation of the importance of relative
stiffnesses of soil and structure can be obtained.

The beam equation for the deflection y of a later-
ally loaded pile of width B (Fig 6a), for which the
soil provides a loading λy proportional to the lateral
deflection (Fig 6b, c), is:

where EI is the flexural rigidity of the pile and λ is
a coefficient of subgrade reaction for the soil. The
solution of this equation for a pile of length ℓ is writ-
ten in terms of the dimensionless group �ℓ where

Figure 7. Demonstration of ‘soil’-‘structure’ interaction:
pack of butter indented using (a) stiff knife, (b) flexible knife.

�4 = λB/4EI . The controlling group is λBℓ4/EI ,
combining mechanical properties of both materials
(λ and E) and geometrical properties of the pile (I , ℓ

and B). The normalised form of equation (2) is:

emphasising the sole parametric dependence on �ℓ.
The lateral deflection y is presented in dimensionless
form as λBℓy/P; the bending moment M in the pile
is normalised as M/Pℓ; depth z below ground level
is normalised with the length of the pile (z/ℓ). The
importance of these particular groupings of parameters
could have been deduced from dimensional analysis of
the problem (Palmer 2008). For a low value of �ℓ the
pile behaves rigidly (Fig 6d); for a high value of �ℓ

the pile is flexible and the deflection at the toe may be
negligible. But ‘flexibility’can be interpreted as either
a low pile stiffness E or a long pile length ℓ or a high
soil stiffness λ or a combination of all three. No one
descriptor of the pile or soil is adequate on its own to
characterise the system response.

If nerves fail in the solution of differential equations
then there are simple physical demonstration experi-
ments that can be used to illustrate the importance of
relative rather than absolute individual values of stiff-
ness (Fig 7) but the analytical results may be more
convincing and applicable.

5 DISCUSSION

A researcher in soil mechanics over many years might
gloomily consider what if anything of the research
output of the past half century has been reckoned suf-
ficiently important to have been universally absorbed
into the undergraduate curriculum. An optimistic view
that ‘critical state soil mechanics’could be a candidate
for this accolade has to be rapidly discarded as soon
as one conducts an informal survey of text books or
syllabi. And by ‘critical state soil mechanics’ I mean
simply the presentation of soil behaviour in terms of
effective stresses and density. That seems to be the
least we might hope to inject into all undergraduate
teaching in order to provide a rational basis for many
other more complex (and more controversial) topics.
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When it comes to the development and implementa-
tion of constitutive models to be used in numerical
analysis of geotechnical prototypes, almost all the suc-
cessful models incorporate the concept of asymptotic
critical states. The route by which they are attained
varies. Armed only with an understanding of the inter-
action of effective stress and density (Fig 4) many
qualitative and quantitative statements can be made
about expected pore pressure change and volumetric
change and short term and long term strength (Muir
Wood 1990). These statements, which do not depend
on any particular constitutive model nevertheless give
a basis for judging rapidly the plausibility of results
that emerge from the computer. Step Zero of numerical
modelling is to write down the answer before you start
the modelling – if you have no idea what the answer
should be you will have no way of judging whether or
not the computer is on the right track. A framework
for modelling can support this preliminary step.

Boundaries are dangerous from all sorts of points
of view. The frontier zone may be neglected because of
uncertainties about the boundary location. The bound-
ary may seem so impenetrable that those on each side
are confident that their own territory is completely
self-sufficient and has no need of the adjacent region.
Physical failures occur when there is a failure to appre-
ciate the existence of relevant unknown knowledge.
At least in our teaching we should endeavour to break
through the boundaries – by on the one hand being
prepared to teach across the boundary and create over-
lapping territory (condominium) and on the other hand
developing examples and activities which draw atten-
tion to issues which can only be understood through
this boundary knowledge. Soil-structure interaction is
one such issue.

Considering the overall soil mechanics content of
typical civil engineering degree programmes, there
are several areas in which the one-dimensional basis
needs to be extended. The concepts required for two-
dimensional analysis of seepage are already present in
the one-dimensional treatment. Resolution of stress
(and its application in earth pressure calculation)
requires the concept of Mohr’s circle. Structural teach-
ing often concentrates on eigen values whereas soil
mechanics applications benefit from the geometrical
presentation. This is an area where reinforcement can
be provided from contrasting approaches. Ideas of
frictional strength (and development of simple soil
models) can be extended from the one-dimensional
introduction. The contention is that, with a thor-
ough one-dimensional grounding in the underlying
concepts, the subsequent move to two and three
dimensions will be less threatening.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Four proposals have been introduced. There is no par-
ticular evidence in support of the benefit to be gained
from any of them: they have emerged from several
decades of teaching (and thinking about teaching)
geotechnical subjects.

First, the potential exists to include introductory
soil mechanics teaching at an early stage of an
undergraduate curriculum in civil engineering, mak-
ing use of every opportunity to reinforce understand-
ing of topics that have been or are being met in
other courses. So we have introduced overlap topics
including stress, gravity, hydrostatics, hydrodynam-
ics, stiffness, solution of partial differential equa-
tions, bending of elastic beams, dimensional analysis.
These all provide opportunities for reinforcement –
perhaps through explicit collaboration with colleagues
or perhaps through deliberate espousal of different
approaches.

Second, there is an importance of working with
(effective) stresses and density in describing soil
response: the possibility of changes in density during
deformation is the key difference between soils and
other materials, but this also feeds directly into dis-
cussion of short term and long term (undrained and
drained) response. Provided the importance of den-
sity change is conveyed and understood, there is much
common ground between the terms used for describ-
ing the behaviour of soils and other materials. This can
be seen as the gentle (subliminal) introduction of a lit-
tle of the framework of critical state soil mechanics at
an early stage of the degree programme.

Third, it is important to introduce explicit exam-
ples of soil-structure interaction wherever possible in
every year of the degree programme. This will usually
imply understanding of soil stiffness and concepts of
relative soil and structural stiffness which are often
overlooked or not thought of as relevant by those with
an exclusively structural approach.

Fourth, a one-dimensional or single degree of free-
dom approach to the mechanics of soils is remarkably
rich in the range of concepts and applications to which
it provides access. Simple thought experiments can
be logically described and interpreted and used as the
basis for more elaborate development or modification
in later years.
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